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CAN WE DETECT TACHYONS NOW?� ��J.K. Kowalzy«skiInstitute of Physis, Polish Aademy of SienesAl. Lotników 32/46, 02�668 Warsaw, Polande-mail: jkowal�ifpan.edu.pl(Reeived Deember 7, 1999)An exat solution of the Einstein�Maxwell equations enables us to on-strut a hypothesis on the prodution of tahyons. The hypothesis deter-mines the kinematial relations for the produed tahyon. It also makespossible to estimate the empiri onditions neessary for the prodution.These onditions an our when nonpositive subatomi partiles of highenergy strike atomi nulei other than the proton. This suggests how exper-iments to searh for tahyons an be performed. Aording to the hypoth-esis properly designed experiments with air showers or with the use of thestrongest olliders may be suessful. Failure of the air showers experimentsperformed hitherto is explained on the grounds of the hypothesis.PACS numbers: 14.80.Kx, 25.90.+k1. IntrodutionThe subjet of this note is a hypothesis on the tahyon reation, basedon an exat solution of the Einstein�Maxwell equations. Details are givenin Ref. [1℄, where this solution is referred to as 
1. The solution yields arealisti piture of the tahyoni phenomenon. This fat an therefore beregarded as an indiation on the part of general relativity that the tahyonexists in nature, onsidering the analogy to many theoretial preditions thatfound later empirial on�rmation. Our solution invariantly determines aspaetime point (event) that an be interpreted as a point of reation ofthe tahyon; and this makes the onstrution of the hypothesis possible.Aording to our solution the tahyon produes an eletromagneti �eldbounded by the tahyon's shok wave. In the generated spaetime the grav-itational �eld, i.e. the diret ause of spaetime urvature, does not exist� Presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, PolandSeptember 1�11, 1999.�� This ontribution is a fragment of the presentation. The full text an be found in theLANL Arhives (http://xxx.lanl.gov/hep-ph/9911441).(523)



524 J.K. Kowalzy«skiautonomously but is only an �emanation� of the eletromagneti �eld. Thus,even if the latter �eld were by many orders of magnitude stronger than thestrongest eletromagneti �elds observed so far, the spaetime urvaturewould be ompletely negligible. This and the fat that the tahyon's shokwave is eletromagneti mean that our solution is proper to desribe an ion-izing tahyon belonging to the miroworld. The hypothesis is presented inSetion 2.Various experimental searhes for ionizing tahyons have been desribedin a number of papers. A large majority of them is ited in Refs. [2�7℄. Theexperiments were of low and high energy type. Failure of the low energyexperiments is expliable by our hypothesis, as will be seen in Setions 2and 3. In the high energy experiments air showers were exploited; andmany of the experiments have reported detetion of tahyon andidates butas statistially insigni�ant data. A single possibly positive result [8℄ hasalso been rejeted [2℄. This situation has presumably disheartened mostexperimenters (the last relevant reord in the Review of Partile Properties[6℄ is dated 1982 [5℄), though some e�orts were still made [7℄. Aording toour hypothesis, however, air shower experiments may be suessful and theyare disussed in Setion 3. 2. The hypothesisThe hypothesis says that the tahyon is produed when a neutral sub-atomi partile of su�iently large rest mass (further alled the generativepartile) is plaed in the strong eletromagneti �eld desribed just below(further alled the initiating �eld). The generative partile is then annihi-lated giving birth to the tahyon.In this setion all the quantities, relations, and situations are presentedin terms of the proper referene frame of the generative partile, with theuse of the Lorentzian oordinates x; y; z, and t (further t does not appearexpliitly). We assume that the origin x = y = z = 0 of the spaelikeoordinates is at the entre of the generative partile.Let E and H be aordingly the eletri and magneti three-vetorsof the initiating �eld, and let their omponents be denoted by Ei and Hi.There are two types of the initiating �eld:Ex = �ABjwj; Ez = �2jABC; Hy = �jABjwj;Ey = Hx = Hz = 0; (1)and Ey = �ABjwj; Hx = �jABjwj; Hz = �2ABC;Ex = Ez = Hy = 0; (2)



Can We Detet Tahyons Now? 525where j = �1; jwj > 1; jw < 0;A > 0; B := (5w2 � 4)�1=2 � 0; C := (w2 � 1)1=2 > 0; (3)and where w is a dimensionless parameter determining the tahyon's veloity.Then, aording to the hypothesis, the tahyon produed in the generativepartile and �elds (1)�(3) moves along a semi-axis z with a veloity w, being the speed of light in vauum. The disrete parameter j plays animportant role in the exat theory based on our solution [1℄. Note that inaordane with the known properties of the spaelike world lines we mayhave jwj =1.From relations (1)�(3) we see thatE ?H ; jEj 6= jH j; jEjjH j 6= 0; (4)and that A = jEj > jH j in the ase (1) and A = jH j > jEj in the ase (2).Let the tahyon produed in the initiating �eld (1) and (3) be alledthe e-tahyon (predominane of the eletri �eld) and that produed in theinitiating �eld (2) and (3) be alled the m-tahyon (predominane of themagneti �eld). The e- and m-tahyons di�er sine they generate di�erenteletromagneti �elds.1Let U be de�ned as follows: U = jH j�1jEj in the ase (1) and U =jEj�1jH j in the ase (2). Thus, by relations (1)�(3), we have U > 1 andU2 = 5� 4w�2; (5)i.e. 1 < U2 � 5: (6)If the angle between the tahyon path (a semi-axis z) and the longer three-vetor of the initiating �eld is denoted by �, thensin� = U�1: (7)By generating perpendiular eletri and magneti �elds we determineempirially the diretions in spae. If these �elds satisfy the ondition (6),1 On the analogy of the subluminal miroworld, in whih only one type of harges(eletri) is known, we may suspet that only one type of our tahyons exists innature (i.e. either the e-tahyons or the m-tahyons), but today we do not yet knowwhih one. Thus, for safety, both types should be onsidered.



526 J.K. Kowalzy«skithen, aording to the hypothesis, for eah type of tahyons under onsider-ation Eqs. (5) and (7) determine four variants of the omplete kinematialonditions for the produed tahyon. The existene of four variants resultsfrom relations (1)�(3) and (7). Namely, there are double signs of the nonzeroomponents Ei and Hi, a double sign of j (i.e. a double sign of w sinejw < 0), and sin� = sin(� � �), i.e. we apparently have eight variants, buteah one of these three items depends on two others.In order to determine the prinipal empiri onditions for the tahyonprodution, we should also know the quantity A and the rest mass M of thegenerative partile. I am able to estimate only their lower limits [1℄.In the ase of A, we getA & 6:9 � 1017 esu=m2 or oersted: (8)In the ase ofM , I am able to estimate its lower limit only when jwj �= 1(thus for U �= 1; note that jwj > 1 and U > 1), i.e. when the produedtahyon is very �slow� in the proper referene frame of the generative parti-le.2 Laborious alulation [1℄ givesM & 75 GeV=2: (9)Our hypothesis onerns the prodution of the tahyons generating on-vex spaetimes; and suh tahyons an exist autonomously. Let us all themprinipal tahyons. Eah prinipal tahyon may be aompanied with an ar-bitrary (formally) number of tahyons generating onave spaetimes. Thelatter tahyons annot exist autonomously but they an exist if they forma �star of tahyons� together with a prinipal tahyon. Let us all themaompanying tahyons. All the tahyons forming their �star� are born atone event (ommon reation point). Details are given in Ref. [1℄, and brie�yin Ref. [9℄. 3. Comments on the empiri possibilitiesThe prodution onditions determined by our hypothesis an our inhigh energy ollisions with atomi nulei other than the proton. In suh ol-lisions we an loally obtain the onditions (4) (for details see Ref. [1℄) andthe relativisti intensi�ation of the eletromagneti �elds of nulei neessaryto satisfy the ondition (8). It is easy to alulate that this intensi�ationgives U �= 1, i.e. the ondition (9) holds. Thus the gauge boson Z0 is the2 Suh a tahyon an, however, be observed as onsiderably faster than light if thesense of its veloity is opposite in the laboratory referene frame to the sense of thegenerative partile veloity (su�iently high but subluminal of ourse); f. remarkson the bakward tahyons in Setion 3.



Can We Detet Tahyons Now? 527lightest known andidate for the generative partile. Though the mean life ofthis boson is very short, the prodution onditions an be satis�ed. In fat,if a subatomi partile of su�iently high energy strikes a nuleon inludedin an atomi nuleus and produes the boson Z0, then in statu nasendithis boson moves with respet to the nuleus (its remainder) with a veloitythat su�iently intensi�es the eletromagneti �eld. In partiular, neutronspresent in nulei should be struk by neutral partiles, while protons by neg-atively harged ones. In the ase of nulei so large that we may speak ofperipheral nuleons, the ollision with suh a nuleon (�tangent� ollision)is the most e�etive. Note that the prinipal m-tahyon is produed onlywhen the proton in the 2H, and perhaps 3H, nuleus is appropriately struk.When designing ontrolled ollisions, we an pratially use only eletronsor antiprotons as the striking partiles. In all the mentioned ollisions wehave U �= 1 and therefore, by Eq. (7), the striking partile and the produedprinipal tahyon have pratially the same diretion of motion, but aord-ing to our theory they may have di�erent senses [1℄. In the ase of oppositesenses for brevity we shall be speaking about bakward tahyons, and in thease of the same senses about forward tahyons. This nomenlature relatesto the prinipal tahyons only.The ollisions desribed above should our in air showers and an berealized in or at some high-energy olliders. Let us disuss these two asesin terms of the laboratory (and thus the earth) referene frame.The ollisions produing tahyons should our in the air showers initi-ated by osmi (primary) partiles of energy of �1013 eV and greater (eventsabove 1020 eV have been reported [10℄). Thus our hypothesis justi�es airshower experiments designed to detet tahyons. The time-of-�ight mea-surement experiments (e.g. desribed in Refs. [5,11,12℄) are obviously moreredible than the experiments desribed and/or ited in Refs. [2�4,7,8℄ anddesigned only to detet harged partiles preeding the relativisti fronts ofair showers, though a massive-measurement experiment of the latter typeperformed by Smith and Standil with the use of detetor telesopes [13℄ hashad great weight. Tahyon andidates were observed in the time-of-�ightexperiments [5,11,12℄ and in many �preeded front� ones inluding that de-sribed in Ref. [13℄, but these unluky andidates were sunk in bakgroundsand/or statistis. Thus, formally, we have to onsider the results as negative.In the light of our hypothesis, however, properly designed experiments withair showers (�poor man's aelerator� [12℄) are worth repeating, the more soas they are relatively inexpensive.Let us note that no forward tahyons an be observed in any air showerexperiment performed in the terrestrial referene frame, sine these tahyonsannot pratially preede the shower fronts. In fat, it is easy to alulatefrom relations (5), (8), and from the relativisti law of addition of veloities



528 J.K. Kowalzy«skithat the forward e-tahyons produed in ollisions with nulei 40Ar an movein this referene frame with speeds not greater than �1:0000008. In thease of nulei 16O or 14N, or 2H in the ase of prodution of the forwardm-tahyons, the upper speed limit is still lower. On the other hand, sometahyons aompanying those �slow� forward tahyons may travel onsider-ably faster than light towards the ground. This is possible provided thatthe angle, denoted by  for short, between the motion diretions of suh aforward tahyon and of its aompanying tahyon is su�iently large.3 Un-fortunately, these fast aompanying tahyons annot be observed in typial�preeded front� experiments sine they esape from the showers sidewise.They ould be observed in the previous time-of-�ight experiments in theases when the shower axis was largely inlined with respet to the �ightorridor of the detetor (large  ).The desribed situation seems to explain the poor statistis obtainedfrom the previous experiments, and suggests how to design new air showerexperiments to searh for tahyons. It seems that the best solution wouldbe an apparatus with many time-of-�ight orridors of various diretions. Inorder to inrease e�ieny, suh an apparatus should be possibly lose tothe region of tahyon prodution (mountains? balloons?). To inrease red-ibility, simple air shower detetors (plaed on the ground for onveniene)an additionally be used. They should be far from the main apparatus (itsprojetion on the ground) to at when  is large, i.e., when the registeredshowers are remote or largely inlined. If some tahyon �ights through themain apparatus oinide with the signals from some of the additional de-tetors, then we get stronger evidene that tahyons are produed in airshowers. The use of the main apparatus alone should also give us valuableresults without deteting any showers.The appearane of tahyon andidates in some previous �preeded front�experiments an be explained as the arrival of tahyons aompanying thebakward tahyons. The bakward tahyons produed in air showers areslightly faster than 5=3 in the terrestrial referene frame. Thus, at su�-iently high altitudes, they should be easily identi�ed as tahyons.Failure of the previous air shower experiments may also be explainedby the very low deuterium ontent (f. the beginning of this setion) in theearth's atmosphere. Indeed, if the prinipal e-tahyons do not exist in naturebut the prinipal m-tahyons do (f. Footnote 1), then the probability ofprodution of prinipal tahyons is very low. Then, however, this probability3 In every given referene frame, if a prinipal tahyon moves with a speed jW j < 1and if the angle  between the veloity W and veloity V of a tahyon aompanyingthis prinipal one is, for simpliity, smaller than �=2, then jV j � jW j=[ os +(W 2� 2)1=2 sin ℄ and there is a lower limit for  , namely aros(=jW j) <  < �=2in the ase under onsideration. Of ourse jV j >  and jW j > .



Can We Detet Tahyons Now? 529strongly depends on weather. Roughly speaking, the more loudy sky thehigher the probability. It seems that this aspet has not been taken intoaount in the experiments performed hitherto. If the prinipal tahyonsare only the m-tahyons, then the e�ieny of air shower experiments maybe inreased by introduing extra deuterium. For instane, we an plae theabove mentioned apparatus (i.e. that with many time-of-�ight orridors)inside a large balloon �lled with hydrogen and next dispath the balloon tothe region of tahyon prodution.In the ase of performing tahyon searh experiments with the use ofaelerators we an hoose the striking partiles (pratially either eletronsor antiprotons), the nulei to be struk, and the energy of ollisions. Rela-tions (8) and (9) mean that the strongest olliders should be employed. Atpresent, however, we an only diret a beam of eletrons or antiprotons ontoa stationary target. This would give us prinipal tahyons suh as in thease of air showers, i.e. forward tahyons so �slow� that indistinguishableas tahyons and bakward tahyons slightly faster than 5=3. As regardsaompanying tahyons, we would have a muh better situation sine thetarget an be surrounded with tahyon detetors, e.g. with time-of-�ightones. The fat that tahyon andidates were observed in air shower experi-ments indiates that there should be no problems with the range of tahyonsin the ollider experiments. A ollider with a high energy beam of atominulei would extend our empiri possibilities. We ould then ontrol theobserved speeds of bakward and forward tahyons and, in onsequene,hange the observed veloities of the aompanying tahyons. Besides, weould then produe prinipal m-tahyons (f. the preeding paragraph),whih is impossible in the near future when a stationary target is used. Forinstane, a beam of eletrons of energy of �25 GeV or a beam of antiprotonsof energy of �0:1 TeV when olliding with a beam of deuterons of energy of�1 TeV (�0:5 TeV/u) or of �0:24 TeV (�0:12 TeV/u), respetively, wouldalready realize the prodution onditions, whereas in the ase of the deu-terium target the energy of the striking negative partiles must be �26 TeV.When using stationary targets to produe prinipal e-tahyons, we need thestriking negative partiles of energy of � 0:8 TeV for the targets made ofheavy nulei, and of �2 TeV for the targets made of light nulei.Let us note that in the experiments designed to detet tahyons theexistene of a referene frame preferred for the tahyons should be takeninto aount. In terrestrial experiments we should therefore analyze themeasurements in orrelation with the time of the day, and additionally, inlong-lasting experiments, with the season of the year. It seems obvious thatfrom this point of view the experiments with the use of olliders are moresuitable than those with air showers.



530 J.K. Kowalzy«skiThe existene of the referene frame preferred for the tahyons has beenonsidered or postulated by many authors. Most of the relevant literatureis ited in Refs. [14�16℄. Some ideas are, however, in on�it with empiridata, some others an only be veri�ed by means of tahyons. Aordingto the latter ideas suh a frame is impereptible for bradyons and luxons,whih means that this frame is a usual non-preferred inertial referene framefor all the tahyonless phenomena. This is not ontraditory to relativity(whih has been veri�ed only in the bradyoni and luxoni domains) and isnot empirially ruled out sine tahyons have not yet been employed. Themost natural idea (i.e. when the (loal) Minkowski's spaetime is assumedto be spatially isotropi also for tahyons) has thoroughly been analyzed inSetion 3 of Ref. [15℄. Following this idea, many authors suggest that theframe in question is that in whih the osmi mirowave bakground radia-tion is isotropi. If their intuition is orret, then in terrestrial experimentsthis frame an be revealed only by means of tahyons whih are very fast(over � 800) in the laboratory referene frame. If, however, the �tahyonorridor� desribed by Antippa and Everett [17,18℄ did exist, then �slow�tahyons would be su�ient to reveal it.REFERENCES[1℄ J.K. Kowalzy«ski, The Tahyon and its Fields, Polish Aademy of Sienes,Warsaw 1996.[2℄ J.R. Presott, J. Phys. G2, 261 (1976).[3℄ L.W. Jones, Rev. Mod. Phys. 49, 717 (1977).[4℄ P.N. Bhat, N.V. Gopalakrishnan, S.K. Gupta, S.C. Tonwar, J. Phys. G5, L13(1979).[5℄ A. Marini, I. Peruzzi, M. Piolo, F. Ronga, D.M. Chew, R.P. Ely, T.P. Pun,V. Vuillemin, R. Fries, B. Gobbi, W. Guryn, D.H. Miller, M.C. Ross, D. Besset,S.J. Freedman, A.M. Litke, J. Napolitano, T.C. Wang, F.A. Harris, I. Karliner,Sh. Parker, D.E. Yount, Phys. Rev. D26, 1777 (1982).[6℄ Partile Data Group, Review of Partile Properties, Phys. Rev. D50 (1994)No. 3�I, p. 1811.[7℄ R.W. Clay, Aust. J. Phys. 41, 93 (1988).[8℄ R.W. Clay, P.C. Crouh, Nature 248, 28 (1974).[9℄ J.K. Kowalzy«ski, Phys. Lett. 74A, 157 (1979).[10℄ T.K. Gaisser, T. Stanev, Phys. Rev. D54, 122 (1996).[11℄ F. Ashton, H.J. Edwards, G.N. Kelly, Nul. Instrum. Methods 93, 349 (1971).[12℄ H. Hänni, E. Hugentobler, in Tahyons, Monopoles, and Related Topis, ed.E. Reami, North-Holland, Amsterdam 1978, p. 61.[13℄ G.R. Smith, S. Standil, Can. J. Phys. 55, 1280 (1977).
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